BXR-L™ SHALE STABILIZER

Product Description

BXR-L™ shale stabilizer is a shale stabilizer, lubricity modifier, and fluid loss additive for use in most water-based drilling fluids. It is made from blended natural hydrocarbons. BXR-L shale stabilizer is a liquid product that rapidly disperses in water based fluids. The product mixture helps seal water sensitive shales as well as bridging microfractures and permeable zones. BXR-L shale stabilizer is thermally stable above 400°F (204°C).

Applications/Functions

» Helps bridge microfractures and permeable zones
» Helps reduce the potential for differential sticking and torque/drag occurrences
» Helps stabilize wellbores

Advantages

» Applicable in all water-based drilling fluids
» Stable at temperatures above 400°F (204°C)
» Helps improve dynamic and static fluid loss properties
» Environmentally responsible

Typical Properties

» Appearance: Black liquid
» Specific Gravity: 1.13

Recommended Treatment

Add 8-40 lb/bbl (22.82-114.12 kg/m³) of BXR-L shale stabilizer to the system

Packaging

BXR-L shale stabilizer is packaged in 55-gal (208-l) drums and in bulk volume.